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Abstract:
Background. Impaired motor control of the upper extremity after stroke may be related to lost sensory, motor, and integrative functions of the brain. Artificial activation of sensory afferents might improve control of movement by adding excitatory drive to sensorimotor control structures. The authors evaluated the effect of wrist tendon vibration (TV) on paretic upper-arm stability during point-to-point planar movements. Methods. TV (70 Hz) was applied to the forearm wrist musculature of 10 hemiparetic stroke patients as they made center-out planar arm movements. End-point stability, muscle activity, and grip pressure were compared as patients stabilized at the target.
position for trials completed before, during, and after the application of the vibratory stimulus. Results. Prior to vibration, hand position fluctuated as participants attempted to maintain the hand at the target after movement termination. TV improved arm stability, as evidenced by decreased magnitude of hand tangential velocity at the target. Improved stability was accompanied by a decrease in muscle activity throughout the arm as well as a mean decrease in grip pressure. Conclusions. These results suggest that vibratory stimulation of the distal wrist musculature enhances stability of the proximal arm and can be studied further as a mode for improving end-point stability during reaching in hemiparetic patients.
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Introduction

Disruption of sensory systems poststroke likely plays an important role in motor dysfunction of the hemiparetic arm. Sensory deficits, including the loss of proprioceptive and tactile sensation, are a common consequence of stroke and affect control of arm motion. For example, the absence of quality proprioceptive information could impair corrections to movement errors during reaching. Problems with motor planning could also be affected by disrupted spatial information of arm location. These problems in sensory systems poststroke affect the control of functional arm movements, including the ability to accurately translate and stabilize objects used in daily life.

Artificial sensory stimuli might improve the control of arm movements poststroke by providing an excitatory drive to sensorimotor control systems. Prolonged (2 hours) electrical stimulation applied to somatosensory nerves of the hand prior to functional hand testing improves hand performance. This effect carries over into motor training interventions such that somatosensory stimulation prior to training improves the rehabilitation effects of the training. The mechanisms underlying the therapeutic effects of somatosensory stimulation are unknown; although an important component likely involves increased strength, it is also possible that artificial sensory stimulation induces a persistent increase in the efficacy of descending cortical drive.

In contrast to previous studies, the current study applied tendon vibration (TV) to the forearm during planar point-to-point movements.
as a possible means of influencing control of the paretic arm (elbow and shoulder) posture and movement. TV is uniquely different from electric stimulation in that it primarily targets Ia-afferents providing selective excitation of proprioceptive input to the CNS. The ability to manipulate proprioceptive afferents is particularly desirable because disrupted planning and control of limb posture and movement is partially attributed to altered proprioception in chronic stroke. Applying TV to the forearm during arm movements provided a proprioceptive cue that was not directly related to movement kinematics in the designated motor task but nevertheless had the potential to influence activity within shoulder and elbow sensorimotor pathways.

We hypothesized that TV applied at the forearm would improve motor control of the hemiparetic arm. The hypothesis was tested using point-to-point movements in the horizontal plane with the paretic arm of stroke survivors. Analyses of kinematics, muscle activity, and grip pressure data were conducted to quantify changes in arm trajectory and end-point stability that occurred with application of the vibratory stimulus. The use of TV as a noninvasive, therapeutic intervention to improve motor function might have important ramifications in the rehabilitation of arm function poststroke.

**Materials and Methods**

**Participant Population**

A convenience sample of 10 chronic stroke survivors (age 45-63 years) participated in this study. All participants gave written informed consent, and all procedures were approved by the Marquette University Institutional Review Board and were in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration of 1975. Inclusion criteria required that participants be at least 1 year poststroke and experience upper-extremity hemiparesis; 6 participants experienced left-side hemiparesis, whereas the other 4 were affected on the right side. Exclusion criteria included inability to give informed consent, a diagnosis of any other neuromuscular disease, cognitive deficits, or the recent (<3 months) use of botulinum toxin or other substances interfering with neuromuscular function. The participants were tested...
between 2 and 24 years poststroke and scored between 13 and 62 on the upper-extremity Fugl-Meyer test (maximum score 66). A neurologically intact control participant was tested for comparison of trajectory and muscle activity.

**Test Apparatus**

The study was conducted using a planar robot consisting of a 5-bar linkage arm to constrain movement to the horizontal plane and provide measurements of end-point trajectory. Although most arm movements occur in 3D space, constraining movement to a single plane can simplify the complexity of motion while still allowing data analysis of multijoint movements. Previously, studies of planar arm movements have successfully characterized arm trajectories, evaluated impaired adaptation to force fields, and assessed changes in movement coordination during recovery of the hemiparetic arm.

While seated at the robot, a high-backed chair with chest straps provided support and prevented trunk movement. An overhead projector displayed experiment instructions, hand position, and target locations on a horizontal, opaque screen placed immediately above the plane of hand motion. The screen also obstructed the participant’s view of the hand and forearm. The paretic arm was supported by a mobile armrest at all times, and a wrist brace was worn to ensure neutral wrist posture. A custom-made tendon vibrator consisting of an offset mass rotating about a motor shaft (Dr Fritz Faulhaber GmbH & Co. KG, Schönaich, Germany) was affixed over the wrist flexor (WF) tendons. The wrist brace was attached to the robot handle, allowing the hand to grasp a bladder, which was used to measure grip pressure (Honeywell Sensotec, Columbus, Ohio) throughout the test period. A load cell (JR3 Inc, Woodland, California) was mounted below the robot handle for measuring hand forces ($F_x$, $F_y$, $F_z$). The robot arm was instrumented with 17-bit optical encoders (Gurley Instruments Inc, Troy, New York) allowing hand position calculations to within 0.04 mm.

Surface electromyograms (EMGs) were recorded from WF (flexor carpi radialis), wrist extensor (WE; extensor carpi ulnaris), brachioradialis (BRD), biceps (BI), lateral head of the triceps (TRI), anterior deltoid (AD), and posterior deltoid (PD) of the paretic arm. The skin over each muscle belly was cleaned and lightly abraded.
before attaching disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes (Vermed Inc, Bellows Falls, Vermont). EMG signals were amplified (×1000) and band-pass filtered (10-1000 Hz; Bortec Biomedical Ltd, Calgary, AB, Canada) prior to sampling.

**Experimental Protocol**

Prior to experimental testing, a licensed physical therapist conducted the upper-extremity portion of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment of Physical Performance and took goniometric measurements of passive and active joint range of motion at the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. EMG data were recorded during maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs) targeting wrist flexion and extension, elbow flexion and extension, and shoulder flexion and extension. Each MVC was taken with the arm supported in the armrest, the wrist in a neutral position, and the elbow bent to 90° flexion. Two MVC trials were completed for each targeted torque. During each trial, the participant was instructed to make the desired motion (eg, wrist flexion) exerting as much force as possible for 4 s. These recorded EMG data were later used to normalize EMG data across participants. Note that normalizing EMG to MVC can be problematic in those with paresis because of some individuals’ inability to maximally excite muscle activity. However, an initial analysis of the EMG data indicated a bias toward those with higher functional ability. Therefore, we chose to normalize to MVC as a conservative measure of the observed response.

Participants were given visual feedback of their actual hand position by a red cursor (r = 0.25 cm) that was projected onto the screen. A white circle (r = 0.5 cm) was also projected onto the screen at the center of the participant’s workspace, marking home position. Each trial consisted of 1 of 8 possible targets (r = 0.25 cm) appearing on the screen. The targets were equally spaced around a circle (r = 14 cm) centered on the home position. Targets were positioned within the passive range of motion for hemiparetic participants, and each required varying levels of elbow and shoulder movement. At the beginning of each trial, the robot moved the participant’s hand to home position and held it there for 1 s before smoothly disengaging the motors. Participants were then instructed to move as quickly as
possible from home position to the target when it appeared and to hold the red cursor inside the target circle until the target was removed (4 s after initiation of movement). For all trials, there was a 1:1 relationship between the home and target position projected on the screen and the actual required movement distance of the hand. The order of target directions was randomized. Participants were allowed to practice sets of 8 arm movements until they were comfortable with the task, to reduce learning effects. After 80 baseline trials (pre-TV), 70-Hz TV was applied to forearm flexor tendons throughout the next 40 trials (TV). During the 40 TV trials, TV was turned on 1 s prior to the target appearing and was removed at the same time the target disappeared (approximately 5 s duration per trial). Therefore, the vibration remained on for the duration of movement and hold period at the target but was turned off between trials. The participant then completed 80 trials without TV to measure any aftereffects (post-TV). Hand position, velocity, and grip force data were compared between the 3 test conditions (pre-TV, TV, and post-TV).

A total of 5 participants returned for a second visit, repeating the entire experiment without TV. The second session was conducted a minimum of 3 weeks following the initial TV session. Data from the second visit were used to verify that effects were because of TV and not learning or fatigue.

**Data Analysis**

Tangential velocity was calculated from the x and y position data obtained from the optical encoders. The tangential velocity profiles were used to identify start time ($t_s$) and end time ($t_e$) of each movement. The $t_s$ was identified as the threshold at which the hand surpassed 20% of its maximum tangential velocity, whereas the $t_e$ occurred when the hand returned below 20% of that peak velocity. Identification of $t_s$ and $t_e$ were used to separate data from each trial into 2 periods: (1) initial movement (the window of time between $t_s$ and $t_e$) and (2) hold (a 1-s window following $t_e$). Instability was visibly apparent during the hold period. The power spectral density of the tangential velocity was used to evaluate the magnitude of hand position fluctuations around the target during the hold period. The
area under the power spectral density between 1 and 5 Hz was calculated to identify the stability error ($S_e$) in hand position.

Muscle activity was monitored throughout each trial via surface electrodes. All EMG data were forward and backward filtered using second-order Butterworth filters. The data were band-pass filtered (10-350 Hz) and notch filtered for line noise (59-61 Hz) and to remove noise resulting from the vibratory stimulus (68-72 Hz and 136-144 Hz). The root-mean square (RMS) of all filtered EMG data was calculated using a 100-ms sliding window. For normalization across participants, the peak RMS value for each muscle group was obtained from the maximum data point taken from a 1-s window of time from the appropriate MVC trial. All EMG data were divided by the peak RMS value from the MVC trials to obtain a percentage of the maximum voluntary EMG. The EMG area, or area under the normalized RMS curve, was calculated by integrating the RMS curve over the 1-s hold period for each trial.

Grip pressure data were low-pass filtered at 5 Hz using a second-order Butterworth filter. The relative increase in grip pressure was calculated to be the difference between the initial grip pressure and peak grip pressure occurring in each trial.

Individual multiple-factor ANOVAs identified the effect of TV on stability error, EMG amplitudes, and grip pressure. Tukey post hoc tests were used for pairwise comparisons between blocks pre-TV, TV, and post-TV. Pearson correlation analyses were used to evaluate the relationship between Fugl-Meyer scores, stability error, and peak movement velocity. Statistical tests were conducted at a family error rate of $\alpha = .05$.

Results

Movement Kinematics

Compared with goal-directed arm movements made by healthy controls, movements made by the stroke survivors typically fell short of the target position. Whereas a healthy individual experienced no difficulty reaching the target position, the mean ($\pm$SD [standard
deviation]) absolute distance between hand position and target location at the end of a trial for stroke patients was 3.6 ± 1.2 cm. For stroke participants, stabilization at the target was characterized by corrective movements, presumably because of difficulty stopping the arm at the desired location. The hand position often fluctuated during the hold portion of the movement, as evidenced in plots of both tangential velocity and trajectory (Figure 1). In addition, stroke survivors generally had more success at making medial/lateral (average final distance from target recorded at T1 and T5 = 2.4 ± 0.6 cm) than proximal/distal movements (average final distance from target at T3 and T7 = 4.9 ± 0.5 cm). Those with higher Fugl-Meyer scores experienced a greater range of motion but also displayed greater instability at the hold position (Figure 2).

**Figure 1.** Movement characteristics: a sample movement trial completed by a neurologically intact individual results in smooth movement trajectories and bell-shaped velocity profiles. Comparatively, movement trajectories made by chronic stroke patients had a tendency to fall short of the target. Stroke patients also experienced greater instability at the end of each trial as indicated by changes in movement direction and oscillations in velocity following the initial arm movement. The shaded region represents the 1-s period of instability that was evaluated in this experiment.
Figure 2. Correlations with Fugl-Meyer Scores: stroke survivors with high upper-extremity Fugl-Meyer scores experienced larger range of motion but had greater instability at the target position (A). Stability error positively correlated with Fugl-Meyer scores (B) and with peak movement velocity (C).

Arm Stability

When averaged across all pre-TV trials, correlations of stability error with Fugl-Meyer scores indicated that those with high functional ability experienced higher stability error, or greater instability (Figure 2B). Additionally, stability error positively correlated with the peak movement velocity (Figure 2C).

Applying TV to the WF tendons affected hand stability at the end of each movement. A decrease in mean stability error ($S_e$, mean ± SD) was observed with TV at 5 of the 8 target positions (T1, T2, T3, T4, and T8), although the effect was not significant when averaged across all targets ($S_{e,pre} = 0.133 ± 0.048$, $S_{e,TV} = 0.096 ± 0.029$; $P > .05$). Post-TV, $S_e$ remained significantly lower than during pre-TV trials ($S_{e,post} = 0.077 ± 0.025$; $P < .01$). The $S_e$ at each individual target position is depicted in Figure 3. Note that in pre-TV trials, the 3 targets not exhibiting decreases in stability with TV had relatively low initial $S_e$ compared with the other targets. The ANOVA indicated no significant
difference between the $S_e$ recorded during TV and post-TV trials ($P > .05$).

![Stability Error](image)

**Figure 3.** Stability error: mean stability error (±SD) decreased in the postvibration trials at T1 to T5 and T8 (ANOVA, $P < .01$).

Abbreviations: TV, tendon vibration; SD, standard deviation.

Data from the 5 participants who returned for a second visit indicated that there was no significant change in performance between the 3 blocks of trials when TV was not administered in the middle block ($S_{e,Pre} = 0.128 ± 0.011$, $S_{e,No-TV} = 0.133 ± 0.014$, $S_{e,Post} = 0.132 ± 0.014$; $P = .514$).

**Muscle Activity**

During the 1-s hold period following $t_e$, TV caused a marked decrease in EMG area for 6 of the 7 muscle groups (WF, WE, BRD, BI, AD, PD; $P < .05$) as illustrated in Figure 4. For the TRI, decreased
muscle activity was observed but was not significant \( (P = .051) \). EMG area remained low \( (P < .01) \) during the post-TV trials compared with pre-TV in all muscles other than the TRI. Note that although the participants’ arms were placed in an armrest, resting muscle activity (prior to initiating movement) ranged from 1% to 60% MVC for stroke patients.

![Figure 4. EMG response to TV: during stabilization, vibration elicited a significant decrease in arm muscle activity (mean ± SD) for the wrist flexor, wrist extensor, brachioradialis, biceps, anterior deltoid, and posterior deltoid muscle groups (ANOVA, \( P < .05 \)) but did not significantly decrease in the triceps (ANOVA, \( P = .051 \)). Activity remained low postvibration in all muscles except the triceps (ANOVA, \( P < .05 \)). Abbreviations: EMG, electromyogram; TV, tendon vibration; SD, standard deviation.](image)

**Grip Pressure**

Throughout each trial, stroke participants had a tendency to tighten their grip, causing peak grip pressure to occur toward the end of the movement and to remain elevated while holding at the target location. TV elicited relaxation in grip pressure during the latter half of each trial (Figure 5). The mean peak grip pressure significantly decreased from 39.1 ± 13.3 kPa to 33.5 ± 11.3 kPa; \( P < .001 \) during TV and remained significantly lower (32.6 ± 10.4 kPa; \( P < .001 \)) throughout post-TV trials.
Figure 5. Grip pressure: A. Mean grip pressure (averaged across all trials within each block for a single participant) increased throughout each trial and peaked while holding at the target position. B. Significant decreases in peak grip pressure (mean ± SD) were observed during previbration and postvibration (ANOVA, $P < .001$). Abbreviations: TV, tendon vibration; SD, standard deviation.

Discussion

This study demonstrated that activation of wrist proprioceptors through TV improved stability of the entire hemiparetic arm after goal-directed arm movements. Specifically, at the end of a targeted arm movement, a decrease in stability error was observed at the end point. Because of the nature of planar arm movement and the fact that the wrist was immobilized, changes in stability can be attributed to improved control at the elbow and shoulder joint. Functionally, these results were associated with decreased fluctuations in hand movements when stroke patients attempted to stabilize their hand after a point-to-point arm movement. Improved stabilization was associated with decreases in overall muscle activity throughout the arm, suggesting an improved ability to modulate motor drive or associated reflexes. The peak grip pressure recorded in the hand also decreased, supporting the notion of an improved ability to generate targeted muscle activity throughout the arm.

Fluctuations in movement trajectories at the end point were consistent with movement about the shoulder joint. The direction of the oscillatory movement about the target appeared to correspond with movement related to shoulder joint variability and was
perpendicular to the outstretched arm (ie, favoring the medial-lateral direction). These oscillations may have been caused by rapid correctional movements in response to inaccurate initial directions and a failure to stop the arm at the desired limb location. Weakness and the stroke survivor’s inability to rapidly generate muscle force may also contribute to overshooting the target. Because the shoulder appeared to have greater mobility than the elbow, fluctuations in shoulder angle could reflect a dominant shoulder strategy in arm movements or an increased stiffness of the elbow.

**Possible Mechanisms for Improved Arm Stability**

A primary finding in this study was that improved stability associated with TV of the forearm flexor muscles was accompanied by decreased activity in muscles throughout the arm, evidenced by decreases in EMG and grip pressure. The high levels of EMG activity observed in both the move and hold portions of the initial pre-TV trials in this experiment are consistent with heightened reflex activity. In healthy individuals, the motor cortex modulates spinal reflexes via brainstem pathways and by direct corticospinal input to the Ia inhibitory interneurons. In this manner, the cortex can utilize reflex activity to simplify programming of complex movements. However, for chronic stroke survivors, the disruption of cortical activity and associated corticospinal drive is often associated with a disinhibition of reflex activity, which contributes to spasticity. Stroke typically results in a heightened stretch reflex excitability at the elbow, produced in part by a decrease in stretch reflex set point or threshold. It has been proposed that this decrease in threshold of both elbow flexors and extensors could result in threshold overlap, effectively producing coactivation at the elbow during volitional movements. In the current study, improved arm stabilization occurred with a decrease in muscle activity throughout the arm in both flexors and extensors, which could reflect a normalization of reflex control.

The decrease in EMG of elbow and shoulder muscles with TV during a simultaneous increase in end-point stability indicates that co-contraction, a strategy commonly utilized by the intact nervous system to increase joint impedance, which helps maintain arm stability, was actually decreased at the end of the movement in our patient
group during and following vibratory stimulation. This suggests that spastic coactivation, typically observed in stroke survivors does not increase the stability of the arm with vibration. Instead, accuracy is improved in these participants through a mechanism that acts to terminate movement accurately at the target. Because stretch reflexes have also been implicated in stiffness regulation and can play an important role in stabilizing the limb at the end of movement, it is possible that the improvements in stability associated with TV of the forearm observed here are a result of improved regulation of reflex excitability. An increase in reflex threshold might decrease co-contraction while normalizing reflex excitability during end-point stabilization.

Another explanation for the observed effects of TV on arm stabilization at the end of movement could be improved cortical control of the movement. Augmenting sensory input to the CNS increases activity in both the sensory and motor cortices. Facilitation of motor cortical activity could improve the fidelity of initial motor commands (ie, feed-forward control). Alternately, improvements in descending cortical control may act to improve the modulation of spinal reflex systems, at least in some movement directions, thereby normalizing stiffness regulation of the arm.

A potential role of cortical structures in vibration-induced improvements in arm stability is indirectly supported by observations of increased cortical excitation associated with TV. In the periphery, TV entrains muscle spindle Ia-afferent firing rates at a one-to-one ratio up to 80 Hz, thereby, augmenting proprioceptive input to the CNS. Imaging studies indicate that stimulation-related activity in response to 70- to 80-Hz TV occurs not only in the somatosensory cortex but also in the motor cortex, premotor cortex, and supplementary and cingulate motor areas. Strong excitatory neuronal projections exist between area 3a and the motor cortex, at least in the cat. Therefore, it is not unreasonable to suggest that excitation of these motor areas might also occur in people through direct neuronal projections from area 3a of the somatosensory cortex, driven directly by Ia afferents. Indeed, motor-evoked potential amplitudes in arm musculature are augmented by TV as early as 0.5 s after the onset of TV, a response that is attributed to increased cortical activation. The optimum frequency to evoke the response lies near 75 Hz, the vibratory
frequency with the strongest activation of Ia muscle afferents. Furthermore, MEP augmentation caused by 15 minutes of cyclic vibration (30 s on/15 s off) remains high up to 5 minutes after removal of the vibratory stimulus. Taken together, these studies support the idea that TV, through enhanced afferent feedback, has the ability to increase cortical activation and corticomotor drive both during and immediately after TV. Drive to these pathways might provide the improved arm stability observed in this study.

**Quality of Movement for Participants With Varying Functional Ability**

An interesting observation of this study was the differences in arm trajectories across participants. Specifically, notable differences in the quality of arm movement existed when comparing participants with varying Fugl-Meyer scores. Those with high Fugl-Meyer scores experienced better range of motion but also greater instability at the end of point-to-point movements.

Although it was not the primary objective of this study, we observed that many participants, particularly those with low Fugl-Meyer scores (<25), were more effective at medial-lateral movements than at moving in the proximal/distal direction (Figure 2A). For this experiment, proximal/distal movements required significant elbow flexion and extension, whereas medial-lateral targets could be obtained primarily through shoulder motion. The relative sparing of motor control in proximal joints in chronic hemiparesis may contribute to our observation of better range of motion in the medial-lateral plane (Figure 2A). In contrast, recent research has disputed the idea that active range of motion is spared at proximal joints in stroke, suggesting that greater deficits in the hand and wrist are a result of decreased position control throughout the arm, not just at distal joints. Our results suggest unique motor control deficits for the elbow (loss of active range) and shoulder (instability).

Perhaps a less intuitive finding of this study was that those with high Fugl-Meyer scores also experienced the greatest instability at the end of a movement (Figure 2B). In this experiment, participants were instructed to move as fast as possible from the home position to the
target. As a result, those with high Fugl-Meyer scores were capable of making faster arm movements and, on average, had larger mean velocities across all trials. Further analysis of the data showed a positive correlation between stability error and peak velocity during movement (Figure 2C). This is an important observation because most movement during daily life occurs at self-selected movement velocities. These results suggest that individuals who have experienced significant recovery may still experience instability during activities of daily living and benefit from therapeutic interventions.

Clinical Applications

Historically, the use of sensory interventions to treat CNS disorders has had both clinical and research precedents. The Rood approach to physical therapy, dating to the 1950s, advocated the application of sensory stimuli (such as touch, temperature, and pressure) to either facilitate or inhibit movement. More recently, electric stimulation has been investigated as a nonspecific sensory stimulus to improve performance on functional hand tests for patients with cortical and subcortical lesions. The mechanisms behind improved functional performance might stem from augmented corticomotoneuronal excitability caused by enhanced cortical facilitation and reduced intracortical inhibition. The effects of TV on arm stability at the end of a point-to-point movement may reflect the same mechanism and may also have important implications in rehabilitation poststroke.

Despite an expanding interest in sensory interventions, there have been a limited number of studies exploring the therapeutic use of TV. A recent study, aimed at using TV to train sensorimotor connectivity in the brain, demonstrated improved motor function at the wrist and ankle. Regarding the effects of TV across multiple joints, only a single reported case study has been published citing improved shoulder flexion with vibratory stimulus to the hand musculature in an acute stroke patient. The present study is important because it demonstrates that TV improves stability throughout the hemiparetic arm by providing sensory feedback to the CNS. Additionally, this study finds that TV can be applied concurrently with a set of arm movements, eliciting changes in motor control both
during those tasks and in subsequent movements. This contrasts with prior studies that primarily focus on applying the sensory intervention prior to testing motor performance. Future studies are needed to clarify whether the effects of TV translate beyond a single session. Additionally, experiments conducted in 3D space or with activities of daily living could further the ability to successfully apply this sensory intervention in a clinical setting.
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